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City Council Work Session 
April 23, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon Mayor and Council.  I am here today to revisit the Council’s past conversations on onsite management for multi-unit housing.  I will summarize our past conversations and then discuss implementation of new strategies as well as ongoing strategies related to multi unit developments.
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Multi-unit Management - Context 
Past Discussions 
• Neighborhood Livability Working 

Group 
• MUPTE / Capstone Student 

Housing 
 

• Capstone Student Housing 
On-site management required including: 

• Maintaining management office staffed on–
site  

• Have at least one employee residing on-
site  

• Courtesy managers on-site making nightly 
inspections  

• Providing information to residents about 
neighboring properties 

  

 
 

 
 

• Social Host Ordinance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The topic is part of an ongoing conversation about mitigating the impact of larger mf developments and neighborhood livability, especially within the context of Envision Eugene, through the work of the Neighborhood Livability Group, past conversations about MUPTE and the Capstone development highlighted the issue and related concerns.As part of the approval of the MUPTE for the project, Capstone was required to include on-site management functions including: - Maintaining a management office staffed on–site - Having at least one employee residing on-site; - courtesy managers making nightly property inspections; - Informing residents about good neighbor practicesAs a result of this discussion the direction to staff was to return with a mechanism for on-site management.It is important to remember it that this conversation was also taking place during the deliberation regarding the Social Host Gathering 
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Response to Multi-unit Management Issue 

 What are multi-unit property managers doing 
in Eugene? 
 

 What are other communities doing? 
 

 What should we pursue for Eugene? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to that directive, staff started out focusing on the language that was adopted for Capstone.  But we realized that a one-size approach may not be adequate and doesn’t address the diversity of issues and possibilities that we found.  So we are digging a little deeper to try what the problem is and what our response should be.We looked first to see what was happening locally, and then at other projects in other communities.
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Multi-Unit Property 

Can include: 
 Rental property 
 Condominiums 
 Student housing 
 Senior housing 
 Affordable housing 
 Mixed ages and income 
 Wide range of sizes 

 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Eugene as elsewhere, multi-unit properties encompass a wide range of housing choices. Our neighborhood analysis indicates that these are scattered all over our community. Most of the discussion has been on student housing, but in fact multi-unit properties include:  Rental propertyOwnership property such as condosStudent housingSenior housingAffordable housingMixed ages and income – surprisingly commonWide range of sizes – anything over three units.
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Eugene Examples 

What are multi-unit property managers 
doing in Eugene? 

• On-site live-in management 
• On-site management 
• Behavior restrictions and fines 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And  unsurprisingly, throughout this diverse field of living arrangements, management of these properties variesSome have on site management, some have live in management.And a variety of other rules regulations and restrictions exist related to tenant behavior
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Examples From Other Communities 

What are other communities doing? 
• Informal survey of different communities 
• Focus on student housing 
• Different strategies employed 
• Similar issues in many communities 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously.  Staff presented the results from an informal survey of different communities.This survey high-lighted a number of strategies and similar concerns related to multi-unit impacts. While questions were focused on student housing, responses reflected wide-reaching approaches to multi-unit development.As one would expect, various strategies are employed in combination throughout different communities,
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Examples From Other Communities 

What are other communities doing? 
• Require Local Agent 
• Good Neighbor Guide 
• Rental Permitting – Potential Sanctions 
• Noise Ordinance 
• Outreach & Education 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the methods employed by the surveyed communities include the following:-  Ordinances that require a local agent, Someone hired to act on behalf of the owner and lives locally and can respond very quickly in an emergency.Many univiersities provide a Good Neighbor Guide, much like the one offered by the U of O, wich highlights student  responsibility, conduct and applicable laws and policiesMany communities have a Rental permitting program and/or the ability to rescind lose rental privileges of a property in the event of repeat offensesMany communities have enacted strict noise ordinancesOutreach and education for landlords, some more comprehensive than others.  Sometimes  paired with information on federal fair housing law, local laws, and safety practices
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Lessons Learned 
 Similar issues facing many communities 
 Variety of approaches and ideas  
 Management is critical 
 Response to complaints 
 Smaller and larger properties 
 No perfect template 
 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what we’ve learnedFirst of all, we’re not alone - many communities are strategizing around these same issues.There are a variety of approaches in different communities, mostly focused on town/gown issues,Discovered new ideas – such as the local agent requirement, or the requirement for proactive training through the police.  We are actually doing something similar, but not as extensive.Management is critical, but not necessarily live in management. Response to complaints is also a critical area.  Often the person who complains is a tenant in the building.  Sometimes there is retaliation for complaining.  Sometimes the on-site manager is reluctant to call, especially if her or she lives there.And no one size fits all – especially given the problems with smaller properties. Smaller properties may be more of a problem in terms of enforcement, but the larger properties have other issues in terms of neighborhood impact. No perfect template. We are continuing to learn from these other communities. And we are already have several components in place.Our approach will need to include a variety of strategies to get at the issues of compatibility and positive outcomes. Since this last discussion, there have been a number of developments related to multi unit issues, both new and ongoing.



Eugene 
Multi-Unit 
Density 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at multi-unit densities in Eugene, one finds that most of our multi-unit density is along our main corridors and surrounding the University area.  Recently completed projects added 591 units to Eugene (in yellow), while there are currrently1,229 units that have been permitted and are either under construction or planned for construction, many of which are student housing projects.
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Local Measures 

Responsive and Proactive Measures 
• Unruly Gathering Ordinance 
• Security Plans 
• Rental Property Program 
• Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the onsite management requirements of Capstone provide a basis for this discussion, there are a number of ongoing programs that the City employs to address the issues of behavioral and safety concerns associated with multi-unit developments.  These local measures work in either a responsive or proactive capacity to help mitigate some of these concerns.  These include:Unruly gathering ordinanceBuilding Security PlansThe Rental Property ProgramAnd the CPTED
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Local Measures 

Unruly Gathering Ordinance – aka Social Host 
• 1 year-old  
• 25 citations 
    24 – between 11th & 24th, E of High 
     1 – near 28th & Chambers 
  
• No repeat offenders 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Unruly Gathering Ordinance – also known as the Social Host ordinance was under council consideration the last time staff presented on on-site management.  It has recently celebrated its one year birthday, presumably quietly.The ordinance holds individuals (social hosts) criminally responsible for hosting or allowing an unruly event or social gathering (party). The property owners will also be penalized if there are multiple occurrences at the same property.In its 1st year, there have been 25 citations issued.  24 of these citations have been issued between 11th & 24th, East of high street, with one near 28th & ChambersEach citation.  There were no repeat offenders throughout the first year of the ordinance, and while this is not a scientific sample, this is an encouraging sign. 
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Local Measures 

Security Plan 
Sets standards for: 
• Property Control 
• Theft reduction 
• Security & Surveillance 
• Education and Outreach 
• Reporting 
• Evaluation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A proactive measure of the Eugene Police Department includes the agreement to develop a security plan with multi-unit development managers to create mutually agreed upon policies to cover potential behavior on the part of residents, and to outline the potential threats and solutions to maximize the security of the property.  The EPD’s existing security plan with Capstone sets guidelines forProperty Control,Theft reduction,Security cameras,Education and outreach related to existing lawsReporting of crimes or complaintsIncludes evaluation of Crime Prevention Specialist for environmental design considerations.And by all accounts, this has been successful thus far, offering another example of a model that is working locally.
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Local Resources 

• 325 property managers/owners 
• 2,000 addresses 
• 500 emails per month 
  

 - Criminal mischief  
 - Criminal trespass 
 - Disputes among tenants 
 - Unlawful damage 
  
 
 
 

 - Noise disturbances 
 - Disorderly and/or  
 - Intoxicated subjects 
 - Illegal drug activity 
 

Rental Property Program 
• Proactive 
• Alerts property owners to incidents including:  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An ongoing service offered by the City is the Rental Property ProgramThe Rental Property Program (RPP) was developed in 2001 to assist managers of rental properties with problem tenants, heighten awareness of activity on or around their properties, reduce calls for service to certain locations, and build stronger relationships between law enforcement and the rental community.It alerts property owner to incidents at their property that formerly would have gone unnoticed. 325 property managers/owners signed up for the program, covering approximately 2000 addresses. Approximately 500 emails per month are generated to program participants (any time a police call-for-service is initiated at an address in the system an automated email is generated and sent to the property owner/manager…fire/ems calls are excluded, as well as “combination” calls, which are calls for which both police and fire/ems respond
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Local Resources 

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) 
 
Crime Prevention Specialist Provides Audit 
• Natural Surveillance  
• Natural Access Control  
• Territorial Behavior  

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And another ongoing proactive measure includes Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) which studies ways to design physical spaces to reduce undesirable behavior and crime.  These are an audit performed by an EPD Crime Prevention Specialist for property owners and managers but also businesses, residents and institutions.The three main areas of focus include:Natural Surveillance How well can you see what’s going on in an environment without having to take extra steps? Natural Access Control How easily intruders can get in and out of your environment uncontrolled or undetected? Territorial Behavior How the environment reinforce a sense of who is in control

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=FOlUG4HPO637kM&tbnid=wfGoI3B7BTcdnM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.seattle.gov/police/prevention/Neighborhood/CPTED.htm&ei=p1RXU82QGa_8yAGlmIGIBA&bvm=bv.65177938,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNGmQv64LNMKYRgKCYsEC_6EUBu53Q&ust=1398318533343001
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Next Steps 
 Take input from today’s work session 
 Continue to research and refine 
 Coordinate efforts 
 Return to council for discussion and input 

 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will continue to research and refine our efforts, just as other communities are doing,And also continue to work with our neighborhood partners and EPD.Based on today’s discussion, and further direction, we will bring this issue back to council as part of a coordinated strategy.While we consider this an ongoing conversation, there some questions we feel should be considered by Council to further this discussion.
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Input from today’s work session 
 Measures to Address Behavior 
Other issues? 
 Habitability, design, parking… 

 Particular strategies? 
 Size of properties? 
 Unintended consequences? 
 Partners and stakeholders? 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are we looking to address – Addressing Behavior is primary element of the measures we’ve discussed today.  Are there others of interest, such as habitability standards, design, neighborhood impact, parking, or others that should attract our attnetion? Is there a particular strategy to focus on in addition to what is already being done?  Like the local agent, rental licensing or increased outreach? Should there be considerations for the size of properties? We have experienced problems and strategies for fewer and for more units.  One size does not necessarily fit all. Explore potential unintended consequences? Something that works for students but not seniors, for example.  Or does this create housing cost issues Partners and stakeholders? Who can we coordinate with and are we coordinating with the right folks?
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